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By George Bernard Shaw

COSIMO CLASSICS, 2006. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book *****
Print on Demand *****. George Bernard Shaw s only play set in America, The Devil s Disciple is a
cutting examination of honor and honesty, rebellion and irreverence. Written in 1897 and first
published in the 1901 collection Three Plays for Puritans, it is the story of Revolutionary War hero
Richard Dudgeon, wrongly arrested by British soldiers in a case of mistaken identity who keeps the
secret, fully aware he will be hanged for another man s crimes. Like Dicken s A Tale of Two Cities,
this is an historically incisive drama, highlighting the best men can achieve at the worst of times.
Irish playwright GEORGE BERNARD SHAW (1856-1950) won the Nobel Prize in Literature in 1925 and
an Academy Award for Adapted Screenplay in 1938, the only person to achieve both honors. Among
his many renowned plays are Arms and the Man (1894), Candida (1894), Man and Superman (1903),
Major Barbara (1905), and Pygmalion (1913).
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ReviewsReviews

This publication is wonderful. It normally is not going to expense too much. Its been printed in an extremely straightforward way in fact it is merely
following i finished reading this publication where actually transformed me, modify the way i really believe.
-- Russell Ada m s DDS-- Russell Ada m s DDS

A very amazing ebook with lucid and perfect answers. it was actually writtern quite flawlessly and useful. Its been written in an exceedingly basic way and it
is simply right after i finished reading this publication in which basically changed me, change the way i really believe.
-- Ga r ett Sta nton-- Ga r ett Sta nton
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